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Certain versions of Wasmtime from Bytecodealliance contain the
following vulnerability:

Wasmtime is an open source runtime for WebAssembly & WASI. In
Wasmtime from version 0.19.0 and before version 0.30.0 there was a
use-after-free bug when passing `externref`s from the host to guest
Wasm content. To trigger the bug, you have to explicitly pass multiple
`externref`s from the host to a Wasm instance at the same time, either

by passing multiple `externref`s as arguments from host code to a Wasm function, or returning
multiple `externref`s to Wasm from a multi-value return function defined in the host. If you do
not have host code that matches one of these shapes, then you are not impacted. If
Wasmtime's `VMExternRefActivationsTable` became filled to capacity after passing the first
`externref` in, then passing in the second `externref` could trigger a garbage collection.
However the first `externref` is not rooted until we pass control to Wasm, and therefore could
be reclaimed by the collector if nothing else was holding a reference to it or otherwise keeping
it alive. Then, when control was passed to Wasm after the garbage collection, Wasm could
use the first `externref`, which at this point has already been freed. We have reason to believe
that the effective impact of this bug is relatively small because usage of `externref` is currently
quite rare. The bug has been fixed, and users should upgrade to Wasmtime 0.30.0. If you
cannot upgrade Wasmtime yet, you can avoid the bug by disabling reference types support in
Wasmtime by passing `false` to `wasmtime::Config::wasm_reference_types`.
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CVE-2021-39216 has been assigned by  security-advisories@github.com to track the vulnerability - currently rated as MEDIUM

severity.

Affected Vendor/Software:  bytecodealliance - wasmtime version >=0.19.0, <=0.29.0
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 MISC crates.io/crates/wasmtime

Use after free passing `externref`s to
Wasm in Wasmtime · Advisory ·
bytecodealliance/wasmtime · GitHub

github.com

text/html

 CONFIRM github.com/bytecodealliance/wasmtime/security/advisories/GHSA-v4cp-h94r-m7xf

[SECURITY] Fedora 34 Update: rust-
wasmtime-fiber-0.30.0-1.fc34 -
package-announce - Fedora Mailing-
Lists

lists.fedoraproject.org

text/html

 FEDORA FEDORA-2021-1805eacb48

[SECURITY] Fedora 35 Update: rust-
cranelift-frontend-0.77.0-1.fc35 -
package-announce - Fedora Mailing-
Lists

lists.fedoraproject.org

text/html

 FEDORA FEDORA-2021-68713440cb

Merge pull request from GHSA-v4cp-
h94r-m7xf ·
bytecodealliance/wasmtime@1019987
· GitHub

github.com

text/html

 MISC
github.com/bytecodealliance/wasmtime/commit/101998733b74624cbd348a2366d05760b40181f3

By selecting these links, you may be leaving CVEreport webspace. We have provided these links to other websites because they may have information that
would be of interest to you. No inferences should be drawn on account of other sites being referenced, or not, from this page. There may be other websites that
are more appropriate for your purpose. CVEreport does not necessarily endorse the views expressed, or concur with the facts presented on these sites. Further,
CVEreport does not endorse any commercial products that may be mentioned on these sites. Please address comments about any linked pages to
comment@cve.report.

Related QID Numbers

281958 Fedora Security Update for rust (FEDORA-2021-1805eacb48)

Exploit/POC from Github

PoC for exploiting CVE-2021-39216 : Wasmtime is an open source runtime for WebAssembly
& WASI. In Wasmtime from versi…
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← Previous ID Next ID→

Application Bytecodealliance Wasmtime All All All All

Operating
System

Fedoraproject Fedora 34 All All All

Operating
System

Fedoraproject Fedora 35 All All All

No vendor comments have been submitted for this CVE
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